
Dynamic Motion Transfer - DMT™

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Our solutions are designed to offer maximum 
efficiency. The DMT™ diverter is of cutting-edge 
design and patents are pending. We continuou-
sly make significant investments in R&D to 
ensure consistent quality and long term efficien-
cy of the solutions installed.

Benefits

Our new DMT™ diverter perfectly balances production flows at 
very high rates, topping 1,000 products per minute, depending on 
application. The distribution is made in a continuous motion without 
stops or losses. The diverter accepts a wide range of products and gently 
handles them, making it suitable for sensitive items. Changeovers 
between different format sizes are practically eliminated.

HIGH SPEED
LINE DIVERTER

•Highest capacity. The diverter has 
capability to seamlessly distribute 
products at rates higher than 1,000 
products/min or 100 m/min.

•Gentle. Smooth handling without 
stopping, gripping or queuing of 
products.

•Versatile. Easily handles a wide range 
of products from bottles and boxes to 
soft packages. Changeovers for new 
product formats or sizes are practically 
eliminated.



VERSATILE 
Whether bags, bottles, boxes, rolls, pouches or tubes 
are being produced in the line, products are easily 
handled by the DMT™ diverter. Thanks to the design, 
hard or soft products with different geometry, are ma-
naged in a high speed, smooth flow.

SMALL FOOTPRINT
The DMT™ diverter and its continuous motion opera-
tion allow very compact line layouts, requiring consi-
derably less space, conveyors and conveyor speeds 
than today’s industry standards.
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FLEXIBLE, RELIABLE AND FAST

Dynamic Motion Transfer - DMT™

Managing the flow

The DMT™ diverter, together with 

similar solutions for merging flows, are 

the latest developments in FlexLink’s 

diverter technology.  This allows for 

perfectly balanced flows in production 

lines that provides very high 

efficiency while meeting throughput 

requirements.

The high capacity distribution of products 
to further or fewer downstream lanes is 
achieved by controlling the products and 
the speeds in a continuous motion flow. 
The seamless flow is very gentle to the 
product which has a healthy impact on the 
process yield.

The product throughput is not restricted 
and is never stopped by the diverter.  
Compensation in terms of increased 
conveyor speeds and long divert slugs 
requiring additional conveyors is avoided. 
This facilitates compact layouts and 
reduction of waste in terms of non-value 
adding equipment, product accumulation, 
product damage and energy.

Products are distributed according to 
downstream requirements and the 
intelligent features of the diverter enable a 
demand driven production with optimized 
conveyor and machine speeds. This results 
in increased runtime of the line, higher 
output and overall equipment efficiency.

The OEE and the line availability are also 
improved by the little or no need for setup 
during changeovers between different 
product formats. It has a robust and clean 
design with long life time and minimum 
maintenance required.

The diverter is equipped with a user friendly 
HMI.  It has a graphic interface where an 
operator can set all relevant production 
parameters and collect feedback from the 
system.
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